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Can Americans Seek Justice for
Losses from Climate Change?

2020 Halloween
Safety Precautions
Also Include COVID19
In addition to the regular
precautions we take every
year to protect kids on
Halloween, this year we need
to add COVID-19 to the list.
Recommendations from the
CDC include:
* Wearing a mask when
answering the door
* Offering individually
wrapped treats
* Using tongs to hand out
candy rather than letting
several kids reach into the
bowl at once
* Washing hands after every
visit and keeping hand
sanitizer close by the door

America’s civil justice system is the great equalizer for the
average citizen. Time and again, individuals have held
powerful corporations, wealthy special interests and failed
government watchdogs accountable in a court of law for
endangering the public. Think big tobacco and cancer,
pharmaceutical giants and opioids, major carmakers and
defective vehicles, just to name a few. Now some ask, “Can
we hold wrongdoers accountable for the worsening death
and destruction caused by man-made climate change?”
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Climate Change 101
Here’s a rundown on the
causes and effects of climate

Those over 65 should also
consider passing on trick-ortreaters at the door this year
just in case. And let's all hope
that 2020 is safe for all little
ghosts and goblins!
Continue reading.

Americans suffered through
14 weather and climate
disasters in 2019 that each
topped $1 billion in damages.

change from Bill Nye the
Science Guy.
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CLIMATE CHANGE
AND PANDEMICS
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DECADES OF NY CAR
ACCIDENT
EXPERIENCE

•

PROTECTION AFTER
TRUCK ACCIDENT
INJURY

•

As ecosystems are disrupted
by climate change, the
potential grows for viruses
that originate in animals and
transfer to humans – just
like the novel coronavirus.

PEDESTRIAN DEATHS
TOO HIGH IN NYC
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MUST WATCH ROAD
INJURY VIDEO

•

NYC ABOGADO DE
AUTOS Y CAMIONES
ACCIDENTES
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